Finance and Administration
Office of the Controller
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Robert J. Shea, Jr.
Vice Chancellor for Finance & Administration
Pos 6

Stephen Honeycutt,
Interim Assoc VC for Finance
Pos 8

Melissa Hoff
University Controller
Pos 179/EHRA

Finance

Operations

Vacant
Asst Controller for Operations - A
Pos 13162/SHRA

Mitzi Cartwright
Business Officer-J
Pos 100/SHRA

Vacant
Adm Supp Spec-A
Pos 5115/SHRA

Foundation

Vacant
Asst Controller for Financial Reporting - A
Pos 46/SHRA

System & Fin Reporting

Vacant
Payroll/Tax Tech-A
Pos 116/SHRA

Accounts Payable

Teresa Fox
Tech Sup Analyst-J
Pos 91/SHRA

Yolonda Crim
Accountant-A
Pos 998991/SHRA

Ebony Miles
Accountant-J
Pos 998804/SHRA

Crystal Baldwin
Actng Tech-A
Pos 121/SHRA

Cheterica Crawford
Actng Tech-A
Pos 115/SHRA

Vacant
Payroll/Tax Tech-A
Pos 116/SHRA

Vacant
Adm Supp Spec-A
Pos 90/SHRA

Quenisha Browne
Acting Tech-A
Pos 998804/SHRA

Terri Taylor
Actng Tech-A
Pos 78/SHRA

Mary Hughes
Bus Sys Analyst-A
Pos 13163/SHRA

Joanne Jones
Accountant-A
Pos 998814/SHRA

Jennifer Hamilton
Accountant-C
Pos 125/SHRA

Denise Rowe
Accountant-A
Pos 119/SHRA

Leigh Sneed
Actng Tech-A
Pos 127/SHRA

Finance Operations

Heather Wofford
Actng Tech-A
Pos 83/SHRA

Briana Graham
Adm Supp Spec-A
Pos 999008/SHRA

Preston Clark
Adm Supp Supvr-A
Pos 62/SHRA

Rachel Lemons
Adm Supp Spec-J
Pos 12409/SHRA

Fixed Assets

Stephanie Pflum
Accountant-A
Pos 44/SHRA

Heather Snelling
Accountant-A
Pos 999037/SHRA

Vacant
Adm Supp Spec-A
Pos 739/SHRA

Laura Williams
Accountant-J
Pos 801/SHRA

Finance

Cashiers & Student Accounts

Wayne Jones
Accounting Expert
Pos 998864/EHRA

Diane Baysinger
Accountant-A
Pos 999809/SHRA

Todd Mitchell
Accounting Mgr-A
Pos 54/SHRA

Operations

Visually representing the organizational structure of Finance and Administration at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro as of June 2021.